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Where do you work?
What do you teach?
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Practice
noun | ˈpræktɪs |
1 The actual application or use of an idea, belief,
or method, as opposed to theories relating to it

2 The customary, habitual, or expected way of
doing something
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When it comes to
teaching…
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Traditional education
Teacher = transmits the “knowledge”
Student = receivers of information
Material = “classic” literature
Objectives = mastery of academic learning
Advantage = linguistic approach
Limit = only works for a minority

Today

Lectures
Conferences
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Natural learning
Teacher = speaks in the “target language”
Student = listens to the teacher
Material = oral language
Objectives = complete immersion
Advantage = copies the mother tongue learning
Limit = unadapted for schools

Today

Bilingual instruction
The Michel Thomas Method
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Direct method
Teacher = speaks in the TL
Student = listens and speaks in the TL
Material = sentences to memorize
Objectives = immediately think in the TL
Advantage = oral oriented
Limit = absence of mother tongue

Today

Implicit Grammar
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Audio-lingual method
Teacher = organises the learning
Student = develops reﬂexes
Material = structural exercises
Objectives = to express orally
Advantages = quick method
Limit = limited transfers, only works for beginners

Today

Structural exercises
Language labs
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Audio-visual method
Teacher = speaks in the TL
Student = memorises dialogues
Material = image and sound
Objectives = avoid the use of the MT
Advantages = enables conversations
Limit = lack of authenticity and spontaneity

Today

Dialogues
Projectors
Textbooks
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Communicative approach
Teacher = organises the learning
Student = adapts to diﬀerent situations
Material = Authentic documents
Objectives = communicate
Advantages = responds to students’ needs
Limit = communicative threshold

Today

Role plays
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Project-based learning
Teacher = facilitates learning, provides guidance
Student = acquires a set of skills
Material = research, collaborative work
Objectives = realise “social” tasks
Advantages = pragmatic approach
Limit = time-consuming

Today

Projects
Portfolios
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How do you teach?
Are there obstacles
encountered in your
teaching?
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(Good) Teaching practices are…

Classroom
Discussion

Learning
Portfolio
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Projectbased
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Target
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eLearning

Homework
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Teacher
Feedback

Formative
Assessment

Extra
Curricular
Activity

Collaborative
Learning

Teacher
Clarity

Flipped
Classroom

Good teaching practice is not…

TEACHING
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Time
Constraints

Learner
Experience

School
Culture

Technology

Teaching practices
are often influenced
by…
Career
Development

Initial training

Students
/
Peers

Social
Trends
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“

What is good teaching
practice?
Good teaching practice is a     
learning - a
          
    
                 
practice in an eﬀort to provide the best learning
experience     realistic goals

”
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Achievers vs. Performers
“Off-hand, I find it hard to think of a better example of what’s
wrong with our examination system. To a dismaying extent,
children today are taught how to pass an exam, not to
understand a subject. Teenagers who have something original
or brilliant to say are often penalised, not least because many
examiners are too dim to know the difference. (The shamefully
haphazard results in English this year are a case in point.)
Thinking outside the box is a disaster.
A friend who has a son at Eton tells me the boys are now taught
to rein in more ambitious answers, which could lead to poorer
grades. For instance, in the English essay, if you are asked
about your future ambitions you should on no account say
“entrepreneur” or “heart surgeon”. The ideal answer would be
“picking up litter in the community”.
No wonder Dr Martin Stephens wrote in these pages that
GCSEs "bore the pants off" clever children while still being
too hard for many. What we need is more demanding academic
exams on the one hand and a rich choice of vocational and
technical qualifications on the other. Marking exams should be
well enough rewarded to attract more people of high calibre.
Plus, let’s have one national exam board with the rigour and
consistency of the International Baccalaureate, not several
competing boards which give schools the chance to shop
around for the exams that are most dumbed down and will
secure them the best league-table position.”
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Do you teach
achievers
or
performers?
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The roots to successful learning

 
 
   

Goal(s)
setting
Institution
Context

Subject Outcome
Subject
Curriculum
Student
Background
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Goal(s)
assessment
Classroom
conditions

The roots to unsuccessful learning
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Successful learning experiences design 1 :
Secondary school memories
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Any
good memories
of your language
lessons from
secondary school?
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Successful learning experiences design 2 :
Other languages learning
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Successful learning experiences design 3 :
Exchange programmes
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Successful learning experiences design 4 :
e-learning
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Successful learning experiences design 4 :
e-learning
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Siri

- valeur ajoutée -

Grammaire progressive du français débutant, CLE international 2004

Exercice identique avec SIRI
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e-learning tools for languages
• LearningApps
• Amara
• Pixton
• Storybird
• Siri
• Spark suite
• Post-it plus
• Powtoon

• Google Suite
• Edmodo
• Quizlet
• Kahoot
• Duolingo
• Explain everything
• Thinglink
• Edpuzzle
• Padlet
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Successful learning experiences design 5:
Competitions & ECAs
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Influencing the context of your
subject
• What language related opportunities for your students?
• Is your school using a comprehensive approach to the
teaching/learning of your language subject?

• Are your school resources/assets used extensively ?
• How do you make use of your professional association(s) to
develop/valorise your language subject?

• In what ways do you maintain your familiarity with teaching/
learning trends?

• Is your school aware of your the students’ achievement and
accolades?
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Growing minds

Playful
Precision

Intellectually
Playful
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Reflections
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Q&A
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